First-order relativistic corrections to the energy of closed-shell molecular systems are calculated, using all terms in the two-component Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian. In particular, we present the first implementation of the two-electron Breit orbit-orbit integrals, thus completing the first-order relativistic corrections within the two-component Pauli approximation. Calculations of these corrections are presented for a series of small and light molecules, at the Hartree-Fock and coupled-cluster levels of theory. Comparisons with four-component Dirac-Coulomb-Breit calculations demonstrate that the full Breit-Pauli energy corrections represent an accurate approximation to a fully relativistic treatment of such systems. The Breit interaction is dominated by the spin-spin interaction, the orbit-orbit interaction contributing only about 10% to the total two-electron relativistic correction in molecules consisting of light atoms. However, the relative importance of the orbit-orbit interaction increases with increasing nuclear charge, contributing more than 20% in H 2 S.
I. INTRODUCTION
A well-established method for the calculation of relativistic corrections to molecular electronic energies is first-order perturbation theory, using the one-electron Pauli Hamiltonian-in particular, the mass-velocity and oneelectron Darwin operators. This approach, which is often referred to as the Cowan-Griffin method, 1 has been successful for light systems, recovering most of the relativistic correction at little or no cost ͑even though its use may be problematic due to a divergent behavior arising from the massvelocity term 2, 3 ͒. Indeed, applied at the Hartree-Fock level to molecules with light atoms, the Cowan-Griffin method is usually not in error by more than 10% with respect to the full relativistic correction, as calculated by the full configurationinteraction ͑FCI͒ method in the same basis, using all firstorder relativistic terms in the Breit-Pauli approximationthat is, all terms of order O(c Ϫ2 ). This is illustrated in Table  I , where various first-order relativistic corrections are displayed for the H 2 S molecule, both at the Hartree-Fock level and at the highly correlated coupled-cluster singles-anddoubles ͑triples͒ CCSD͑T͒͑full͒ level ͑to mimic FCI͒. To go beyond the Cowan-Griffin Hartree-Fock method, we should take into account both the effect of electron correlation on the relativistic corrections and the effect of the terms in the Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian that are not included in the CowanGriffin method. In general, each effect is equally important and neither can be neglected if we want to improve on the standard Cowan-Griffin Hartree-Fock approach. 4 In the present paper, we compute all first-order corrections of the Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian at the coupled-cluster level, for closed-shell molecules containing light atoms ͑not heavier than argon͒.
Beyond the Cowan-Griffin model, we only need to consider the two-electron Darwin term to arrive at the full Pauli relativistic correction of a closed-shell system. In recent years, such calculations have, for example, been carried out by Tennyson and co-workers in their accurate studies of the rovibrational spectra of triatomics. 5, 6 However, the Pauli approximation does not exhaust all relativistic terms of order c Ϫ2 . In the Breit Hamiltonian, there are three additional terms: the two-electron spin-spin and orbit-orbit operators, which contribute to the first-order energy of a closed-shell system, and the spin-orbit operator, which makes no such contribution. The nonzero spin-spin contribution is trivially related to the two-electron Darwin term, being twice as large but of the opposite sign. [7] [8] [9] The remaining orbit-orbit contribution is more complicated, however, requiring the coding of new integrals whose permutational symmetry is different from that of the standard two-electron repulsion integrals. Up to now, no implementation of the orbit-orbit contribution has therefore been reported in the literature.
In this paper, we present an implementation of the Breit-Pauli orbit-orbit contribution to the first-order relativistic energy of closed-shell systems, enabling us to carry out the first calculations that include all relativistic corrections proportional to c Ϫ2 . Such calculations are carried out for a selected set of molecules, for which comparisons can be made with four-component Dirac-Coulomb-Breit results. We note that most four-component calculations do not use the full two-electron Breit Hamiltonian ͑in standard notation and atomic units͒,
but either only the Coulomb two-electron operator or the Coulomb operator augmented with the Gaunt term, which corresponds to twice the first term in the second summation:
In the reduced two-component form of the Pauli approximation, we here use the full Breit operator, noting that the separate evaluation of the reduced Gaunt term is more difficult than evaluation of the full reduced Breit operator.
The remainder of this paper consists of three sections: In Sec. II, we discuss the Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian, presenting its constituent operators in second-quantized form and describing the evaluation of the corresponding integrals in the atomic-orbital ͑AO͒ basis. Next, in Sec. III, we present calculations on small and light molecular systems at the Hartree-Fock and CCSD levels of theory, comparing with the Dirac-Coulomb-Breit calculations of Ref. 4 . Section IV concludes the paper.
II. THEORY

A. The Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian
The Breit-Pauli and Breit Hamiltonian operators are given by [10] [11] [12] [13] 
where, in atomic units, we have introduced the field-free nonrelativistic Hamiltonian,
͑4͒
the one-electron mass-velocity operator,
the one-and two-electron Darwin operators, respectively,
the one-and two-electron spin-orbit operators, respectively,
and the Breit spin-other-orbit, orbit-orbit, and spin-spin operators, respectively,
͑12͒
In these expressions, subscripts i and j are used for the electrons, whereas K and L are used for the nuclei. The nuclear charges are denoted by Z K , the Pauli spin matrices by i , the conjugate momentum by p i , and the velocity of light by cϷ137 (a.u.). We also note that, when the two-electron Gaunt rather than Breit operator is used in Eq. ͑1͒, then the orbit-orbit operator takes the form 12,13
No other reduced two-component operators are affected by the use of the Gaunt rather than the full Breit operator. For the evaluation of molecular integrals, the following expressions in terms of differential operators are more useful than those in Eqs. ͑8͒-͑12͒: 
where we have made use of the relations
␦͑r͒.
͑20͒
The corresponding form of the Gaunt orbit-orbit operator, Eq. ͑13͒, is
The Breit spin-spin operator, Eq. ͑12͒, is often decomposed into the Fermi-contact ͑FC͒ and dipolar ͑DP͒ operators:
where
Whereas the Fermi-contact operator is isotropic, the dipolar spin-spin operator is traceless.
B. Second-quantization representation of the operators
In terms of the singlet excitation operators
the nonrelativistic electronic Hamiltonian in Eq. ͑4͒ takes the following standard second-quantized form:
where we use the following notation for the one-and twoelectron integrals:
In the same notation, the singlet mass-velocity and Darwin operators Eqs. ͑5͒-͑7͒ become
whereas the triplet spin-orbit operators Eqs. ͑14͒-͑16͒ take the form
where we have introduced vectors containing the Cartesian triplet excitation operators:
In second quantization, the orbit-orbit operator, Eq. ͑17͒, and the spin-spin operator, Eq. ͑18͒, are given by
͑39͒
We note that the corresponding Gaunt version of orbit-orbit operator, Eq. ͑21͒, is given by
while the Fermi-contact and dipolar contributions, Eqs. ͑23͒ and ͑24͒, to the spin-spin operator may be written in the form
͑42͒
There is no contribution from the singlet excitation operators to the traceless dipolar spin-spin operator.
In passing, we note that, for a general triplet twoelectron operator of the form
the corresponding second-quantized operator is given by
where ⑀ is the unit antisymmetric tensor. If Eq. ͑43͒ is spatially symmetric QϭQ T , then the terms linear in the triplet excitation operators vanish; conversely, if it is antisymmetric QϭϪQ T , then only the linear triplet terms contribute.
C. Expectation values for closed-shell states
Because of the presence of the triplet excitation operators in the Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian Eq. ͑2͒, many terms vanish as we take the expectation value of this Hamiltonian for a closed-shell electronic state. To identify the zero contributions and symmetries among the nonzero ones, it is expedient to consider the triplet excitation operators in the spherical-harmonic spin-tensor form:
T pq 
D. Atomic-orbital integral evaluation
The mass-velocity and Darwin operators, Eqs. ͑29͒-͑31͒, present no problems but are given here for completeness. Expanding the molecular integrals in AOs, we obtain ͑assuming real orbitals͒
where the C pa are the real molecular-orbital ͑MO͒ expansion coefficients and where the one-and two-electron ͑AO͒ integrals are given by we find that the AO integrals may be obtained as derivatives of the Coulomb integrals with respect to the AO centers A, B, C, and D as follows:
In deriving these expressions, we have made extensive use of the relations ͗ac͉͑" 1 r 12 Ϫ1 ͉͒bd͘ϭ" P ͗ac͉r 12 Ϫ1 ͉bd͘ϭϪ" Q ͗ac͉r 12
Ϫ1 ͉bd͘, ͑68͒
where P and Q are given by the expressions Ϫ1 ͉bd͘. Note that, whereas the two-electron spin-ownorbit integrals, Eq. ͑66͒, are antisymmetric with respect to permutations of the indices ab of the first electron ͓like the one-electron spin-orbit integrals Eq. ͑65͔͒ but symmetric with respect to permutations of the indices cd of the second electron, the two-electron spin-other-orbit integrals, Eq. ͑66͒, are symmetric with respect to permutations of ab but antisymmetric with respect to permutations of cd.
Using the same technique, we find that the AO integrals of the orbit-orbit and spin-spin Breit operators, Eqs. ͑38͒ and ͑39͒, 
In the Gaunt approximation Eq. ͑40͒, the orbit-orbit integrals are given by
rather than by Eq. ͑73͒ and all other integrals are unaffected. Whereas the spin-spin integrals are symmetric in a and b and in c and d, the Breit orbit-orbit integrals are antisymmetric in the same pairs of indices, as follows for a and b from the identities:
To establish the equivalent antisymmetry of c and d, we proceed in the same manner, using the translational invariance (ٌ P ϩٌ Q )͗ac͉r 12 ͉bd͘ϭ0. By contrast, in the Gaunt orbitorbit integrals, there is no permutational symmetry between a and b nor between c and d. To summarize, we have established the following permutational symmetries of the AO spin-orbit, spin-spin, and ͑Breit͒ orbit-orbit integrals
In addition, the spin-spin and orbit-orbit integrals are symmetric with respect to permutations of ab and cd. Using these permutational symmetries as well as the relations Eq. ͑69͒, we find that the spin-orbit, spin-spin, and orbit-orbit integrals may be evaluated in a number of equivalent ways, as different derivatives with respect to the atomic centers A, B, C, and D or the centers P and Q.
E. Coupled-cluster expectation values
We now discuss the evaluation of the first-order BreitPauli energy correction for a closed-shell singlet state using the coupled-cluster singles ͑CCS͒ model, CCSD model, and the CCSD perturbative triples ͓CCSD͑T͔͒ model. For these wave-function models, the evaluation of the molecular gradient for a closed-shell singlet case is described by Hald et al. in Ref. 15 . As discussed below, the CCSD͑T͒ BreitPauli energy correction of Eq. ͑55͒ may be calculated using a simplified version of the molecular-gradient expression given in Eq. ͑26͒ of Ref. 15 . The CCSD energy correction is then obtained from the CCSD͑T͒ expression by omitting all terms that involve triples amplitudes; likewise, the CCS gradient is obtained by omitting all terms that involve doubles and triples amplitudes.
The main difference between a molecular-gradient calculation and the evaluation of the Breit-Pauli energy correction is that perturbation-dependent AOs are used for the molecular gradient, whereas fixed AOs are used for the energy correction. The contributions to the molecular gradient that involve overlap derivatives therefore do not contribute to the Breit-Pauli energy correction. Moreover, the geometrical derivatives of the molecular integrals in gradient calculations represent the perturbed operator and must be replaced by the Breit-Pauli integrals of Sec. II D to obtain the first-order energy correction. With these modifications, the first-order Breit-Pauli energy may be straightforwardly calculated with a gradient code.
The only problem that arises with the adaptation of the gradient code of Ref. 15 to the calculation of first-order relativistic corrections is related to the permutational symmetries of the orbit-orbit integrals, which are different from those assumed in the CCSD͑T͒ gradient code. Following the discussion of Sec. III C in Ref. 15 , the contraction of the triples density matrix elements d abic (T) and d abci (T) with two-electron integrals g abic that are either symmetric or antisymmetric with respect to permutations of the last indices i and c may be carried out as
where a, b, and c denote here virtual MOs and i occupied MOs. For the efficient calculation of properties, the symmetrized density elements S d abic (T) are added to the effective density elements d abic eff . The plus sign in Eq. ͑78͒ is used whenever the contraction is made with integrals symmetric in the last two indices ͑as for molecular gradients in Ref. 15͒, whereas the minus sign is used for the antisymmetric Breit orbit-orbit integrals. A similar modification must be made for the triples density matrix elements d i jka (T) and d i jak (T) where i, j, and k denote occupied and a unoccupied MOs.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All calculations presented here have been carried out using a development version of the quantum-chemistry code DALTON, 16 and a modification of the coupled-cluster molecular-gradient implementation of Ref. 15 as discussed in Sec. II E.
The results presented in Table I were discussed already in Sec. I. We note here that the first-order corrections are dominated by the one-electron mass-velocity and Darwin terms ͑the Cowan-Griffin model͒. The two-electron terms are individually much smaller ͑about 1%͒ but cancel to a smaller extent and contribute as much as 5% to the total first-order relativistic correction. Of all contributions, the orbit-orbit contribution is the smallest one, constituting less than 1% the total correction.
In Table II , we have listed the first-order Breit corrections to the total energy for the same molecules that were studied in Ref. 4 , using the same basis sets and geometries. At the Hartree-Fock level of theory, it is possible to compare with Dirac-Hartree-Fock results. The agreement is in all cases excellent. Moreover, the small difference between the two methods is very systematic, depending in a simple manner on the types of atoms in the molecules, for example, each carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen atom contributes about 1, 3, and 7E h , respectively, to the overall difference; for the heavier Si atom, the contribution is larger ͑about 0.15mE h per atom͒. We also note that, in all cases, the first-order Breit-Pauli treatment gives a too small relativistic correction to the energy. Comparing the Hartree-Fock and all-electron CCSD results, we find that correlation reduces the Breit correction, by 5%-10% ͑less for the heavier systems͒.
From Table II , we see that the first-order two-electron relativistic correction is dominated by the spin-spin interaction, the orbit-orbit interaction contributing only about 10% to the total Breit correction in molecules consisting of light atoms. However, the orbit-orbit term becomes relatively more important with increasing nuclear charges: in H 2 S, for example, it constitutes more than 20% of the total Breit correction. Both the spin-spin and orbit-orbit contributions are in all cases positive, increasing the total electronic energy.
In Table III , we compare the first-order Breit corrections obtained at the CCSD level of theory by correlating all electrons with those obtained by correlating only the valence electrons. Not surprisingly, most of the correlation correction to the Breit term occurs in the core.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the first implementation of all terms that contribute to the first-order relativistic correction to the total electronic energy in molecular systems, including the two-electron orbit-orbit Breit interaction. Calculations including all first-order terms have been presented for a series of small and light molecules, at the Hartree-Fock and coupled-cluster levels of theory. By comparing with fourcomponent Dirac-Coulomb-Breit calculations, we have demonstrated that the full Breit-Pauli energy corrections represent an accurate approximation to a fully relativistic treatment of such systems. The two-electron interactions are dominated by the spin-spin interaction, the orbit-orbit interaction contributing only about 10% to the Breit correction in molecules consisting of light atoms. The importance of the orbit-orbit interaction increases somewhat with increasing nuclear charge, contributing more than 20% in H 2 S. The first-order Breit correction underestimates the infinite-order Breit correction slightly, each atom contributing a fixed amount ͑i.e., an amount independent of the molecular environment͒ to the error relative to the infinite-order treatment.
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